BOOK REVIEWS
StuJtegy irz Thailand; A Study of Economic
Studies in International Economics and
Frederick A. Praeger Inc. 1966, 310 pages.
important publication; but for an outrageous
rec·onitm<ma that students, and particularly of Thailand,
ut~fen,n

careful reading-both for the argument and for
ZViuscat first considers 'The Pattern of Past Developthe presence of factors usually preceding economic
Thailand is still•underdeveloped'- indeed, but for
(of course, relaxing the artificial interrelated
development is gauged would allow Thailand
~~~MLdltc;u •developed' world) the discussion might well
~ummed in a paragraph or two with reference to Ingram's
Econmr1ir (.
1'httilmul Since 78•j() and minus imposed generalization. After a bit interesting hedging it is concluded that the economy
m> further than it did in the century preceding World
Vlar U
the tecon()mic character of the ... Thai elite ... and
any more aggressive development policy
bn>ken the balance which was maintaining Thai indepem:lent.~e\ An unremarkable solution, though debateable.
it

t!Cl~m<nn:rc grc>\'-'th since tbe Second World War is taken up next,
A structural shift in the Thai economy is discerned but instead of
being interpreted us paralleling that pattern that characterized the
transformation of tbe highly developed economies', it is held indicative <)f' fstagnaticm in agriculture, especially in rice'. I find the argument tenuous. Muscat himself discloses a huge ongoing investment
in agriculture and an 'impressive growth potential recently displayed
by the farm population in many areas outside the Central Plain' and
believes that the shift will reverse in near future 'from rapid modernization of the agricultural sector'. Similarly, the 'virtually complete
disappearance of the exportable rice surplus if production failed to
resume its upward trend' is forecast for 1970-75 'with a fair degree of
cettainty; but, ~Of course, rice production will resume its upward
4
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trend as irrigation schemes are completed'. Again. in belabouring
the point that agricultural techniques and equipment developed else~
where cannot be transferred directly, Muscat concludes that what is
'immediately transferable and ... applicable ttl the full runge of local
problems' is the scientific method. I think not; the ~scientific method,
is a most fragile export. Indeed, and curiously, in reiterating this
view when summing the 'Elements of a Development Stnltegy in the
final chapter, an experience of the author's \vife is footnoted: she, on
offering 'to give a course in Western logic at the leading university
[in Thailand in I 958] which offered no C(>Ufses in logic or the philosophy of science ... was told the school preferred that its students
study philosophical matters in the Buddhist temples, should they be
interested in the subject at all'.
1

The hulk of the book is devoted to considering the agricultural
and industrial sectors; each being taken up separately in 'The Dyna"
mics of Agricultural Development, and 'Industry: The Decision to
Invest'. To sum, albeit with criminal brevity: the government must
lead the way in developing agriculture and must get t)Ut of the \vay e>f
developing industry. In devel<:>ping this argument Muscat introduces
a considerable amount of information and a number <">f related hypo..
theses; in truth, these chapters are required reading. Happily, and
this is a great strength, assumptions underpinning the author's theses
are made clear enabling issue to be taken at any point. An example:
agricultural credit and land tenure are considered •red herrings\ tliat
is, each has been grossly overrated as a drawback to development.
But the evidence presented in support of this contention obviously is
equivocal and the author's position, though strongly held, may be
assessed. Personally, this stand appears unwarranted and unnecessary
since, in future, both credit and tenure must assume critical importance to development, no matter their previous role.
In a final chapter 'Development Strategy in Thailand', Muscat
reviews the salient features of modern economic development in
Thailand, generalizes Thai behavior in economic matters and discusses
conditions consistent with 'growth-inducing decision.. making'. He
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that Thailand will adopt a development straits historic sources of dynamism, turn
hureJ:mcra'-~\'
an efficient tool for promoting economic growth,
m~magn;J~ private activities of members of its bureaupro\ided that progress already made is not 'reversed by iess
res.pom;.IOit:~ ...\;tm,teiiaers for power', or that the strategy is not render'ed
..u~~.n,~~~nca irrelevant by the ascendancy of Communist Chiha ahd/or
the United States.

to

~encourage

1listary of Sautheast Asia Frederick A. Praeger
pages.

Yet another glib and peremptory book-from-books written for
{and by) the man .. in-a.. hurry, A Concise Ilistory of Southeast Asia adds
little to intelligence. The preposterous proposition that Australasians ·
ntay better understand Southeast Asians and tbnt Australasian histomay ~m~1ke a special contribution to scholarly research on
Southeast
(the author describes himself as an Australasian) and
the unique bits of misinformation scattered about, offer but scant
relief from the Junity.. in..diversity' conundrum. However, Professor
TarHng
painfully aware' of his limitations, 'aware of the risks
taken in discussing so vast an area' and, finally, 'aware that his own
ignorance may in fact exaggerate the extent to which the area is
unknown'. l am ready to accept this apology, for if 'attempts at
understanding must be made', this is as good as any.
Maria Penkala, A C()rrelated History of the Far East Mouton & Co.,
The Hague & Paris 1966, 76 folio-size pages with maps.
Correlating happenings throughout the world .is basic to an
appreciation of the matrix of history and so to an essay at understanding. A Correlated History of the Far East provides this fundamental
structure for China, Korea and Japan from prehistoric times to 1964
through both a simple columning of pages, so as to place coincident
events in these three areas in conjunction, and a series of maps. All
dates are in the Western calendar and the systems used to transcribe
the complicated Eastern chronologies are noted.
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Choosing those elements with which to summarize the historicai
continuum is a formidable and thankless task. No two scholars agree
on the relative importance of all events and those singled out in this
correlation will not find favour en masse. Again, the variation in detail
may well be questioned since it derives only in part from the nature
of the available information.

But such criticism. while crucial,

springs, in large part, simply from continuing research and may be
directed to any work of this nature. Technically, however, the 'un"
evenness' results also from a disconcerting change of tense and some
poor English-both easily avoided.
Eighteen of the twenty-nine maps summarize events of a particular period-most titled from the Chinese dynasty, one shows ethnic
groups and the remainder are reproductions of old chai'ts, most dating
from the 18th century and including masterpieces by Father Martinus
Martini us (Imperii Sinarum Nova Descripto revised edition 1696) Bellin
(maps of Tibet, Tartary and Japan from the mid-eighteenth century)
and Wit sen (Nova Tabula Imperii Russici 1704). Again, there is a certain
unevenness in the recent compilations: some lack titles or dates, others
lack a complete and unambiguous legend, and a number include large
open spaces while cutting off marginal areas apparently rich in detail.
More serious, perhaps, is the lack of reference to sources used in
compiling these particular summarizations (these could have been
included in a specific bibliography additional to that brief general one
appended, if not on or near the maps themselves) and a cluttered
appearance, reflecting, apparently, a poor compromise between that
considerable amount of information usually thought 'necessary' and
that severely restricted amount of information that can be communicated clearly in black and white. And again, these lapses are the more
disconcerting since they are so easily avoided.
Of particular interest here is a Related Events column where
is included happenings else-where in the world that, as the beading
suggests, relate to events China, Korea and Japan. Naturally, many of
the 'related events' occur in or are directly concerned with Southeast

3o3
Vietnam. An interest in this particular part
the desire for a fuller correlation, but to demand
the emphasis is elsewhere. Still, the nineteen
trelated events'
in Thailand, and Thailand fares better than
her
·in truth, a number of the 'related events' qualify only
in the sense that
happenings on the globe are related, form an in~
inexcusably uneven and somewhat in error as
weU,
it seems 'Htention would have been better directed to a fuller
consideration {">f e'r~ents in China, Korea and Japan.

Despite sbt)rtcomings. A Correlated History of the Far East is a 'must'
referenc,e an invaluable first attempt at a difficult organization that
win
many times over by instructors of introductory courses
in the ! "ar
Ht>pefully, some selfless soul will offer a similar
\V<)rk
<:m Southeast Asia.
Lahy Sternsteiu

RECENT SIAMESE PUBLICATIONS
362. Xar"tii Sibp'iir; the 'Ten Incarnations of Narayana' 'U111tm!;mh-1
and the Races o_fthe World according to the Ramakien i"'_,~L\-IL~'tl\11ltJLntJ1~
Pracand Press, Bangkok 2510 octo pp 210.
In dedication to their mother, Mrs. Vividh-dhanakar, her
children have published a classic in the national literature, which was
being forgotten by the reading public. The family of the deceased
who are the sp(>nsors of the cremation have signed the preface, which
is a well w-ritten summary of what has been published on the subject.
From this presentation one may deduct that the myths of the Sanskrit
Purana were not utlknown to our ancestors; that they inspired the
later scholars of the early Ratnakosind era is evident from the
Rfimakiett of' 1797.
According to the preface the Siamese Narai Sibpav exists in
prose in t W<) versions, though a footnote on page 16 says that there is
yet a third known as the version of Lady Li.ian Riddhi but not included
here. Reference is made also to the metrical saga of King Rama VI, a
much Jn(1re recent work which has found no place in the volume
probably because it is very recent and has no bearing on the history
of this neglected classic.
Turning now to the main versions which form the topic of the
work under review, what may be regarded as the standard version
was at first kept in manuscript in the National Library under the name
of Tamra Saiyasat, the 'Treatise on Hindu Mythology'. It was first
published in 1874 under the title of Devapav, 'The Incarnation of the
God\ and republished in 1935 under the title of Narai Sibpav with the
curious remark at the end that the work had been 'translated' uuf1
from the n qtui. i.e. the grantha or ' texts '. The term 'translated'
may have been but loosely employed to mean 'transcribed'. The
other version of the classic is known as the Vajrind Press version,
first published in 2412 and again in 2444, also with a short note
appended to the effect that the tenth incarnation of Rama could be
found 'in the Ramakien and therefore omitted· from here'. This
would indicate too that the version was written after the Ramakien,
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presumably the one of 1797. Its later publication, of 2444, is prefaced
by a preamble stating that it was published by the order of King
Chulalongkorn in order to preserve old literature. Both versions-the
'standard' and the 'Vajrind Press'- are written in a prose which is
not very old. They differ however in the order of the material.
Whereas the 'standard' version commences with the Incarnation of
the Boar, the 'Vajrind' version begins with the Incarnation of the
Fish. The other incarnations conform as to content though there is
some divergence in arrangement. The later Indian story of the
Incarnation of Vishnu as the Buddha Sakyamuni finds no place in
either version. They are purely Vishnuite; Siva though maintaining
his status as the great god of the heavens is somewhat relegated to a
less commanding position.
The second part of the book deals with the • Races of the World
according to the Ramakien ', of which the preface says nothing more
than that it has been copied from an old book. Obviously later than
the Narai Sibpar; it is nevertheless interesting for its intensive analysis
of the Ramakien characters, giving minute details as to complexion
and other features which distinguish them in stage representation.
The section on The Races of the World according to the Ramakie11
deals with the purely mythological. These are of interest as an
analysis of the characters; indicating from the etymology that they
are of southern Indian origin. The fact that the saga of Rama has
taken firm hold in our culture is demonstrated by the care and
thoroughness with which this analysis has been con1piled.
The characters of the Ramakien are grouped into 'races'.
The asura, descended from Brahma the Sahapati who was quite distinct
from the god Brahma, establish their domain on the island of LoiJka,
which was ruled at the time of the main part of the saga by To~akanth
or Ravana. The latter had brothers who ruled over other asura states;
though two brothers remained with fosakanth in LoiJka. The
succeeding generation in LOIJka taking part in the story is carefully
enumerated: such as Indrajit, the heroic son and heir of the King.
There were also other asura Kings--allies of LOIJka. Most of
them. fought for him and died in the course of the war. These included
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Sahassudeja and his brother Mtilaphalam of PaiJHil and Cakravat of
Malhvan.
Of the human race there were few to be noted outside of Rama
of Ayodh) tT and his family.

Naturally, more attention is given to the siinian races of the
states of Khidkhin and Jompu. The latter, like those of the Bengali
Ra.mayana of Kamban, are simian but their counterparts in the
Sanskrit clussic of the Ramayana of Valmiki are bears, though this
C)bservation does n(>t occur in the analysis under review. All the
nHmkeys claim descent from the Hindu deities. Hanuman and
JomJ)tipan though not directly incarnated from the great god Siva owe
their origin to him. The others are incarnations of various gods:
such as lSfili, King of Kbidkhin, incarnated from Indra, and Sukrib
from Silrya.
Finally, the b(/Ok gives a full analysis of all characters of the
epic, by race a sort of a summary.
Tu this is attached two pages of references.
It is not stated who was responsible for editing the work under

review: but whoever he was he deserves commendation for the
'scientific' plan.
363. Yor)bunkoed, Ch., 1'hai Numismatics m:a-Jlthrhw Social Sciences
Press, Bangkok 2509 over octo pp 268, copiously illustrated.
This volume, dealing with the history in nine chapters of Thai
numismatics, is a pioneer work in the national language. It is, obviously, the product of much research.
The first three chapters, dealing with the early periods ofFunan,
Dvaravati and Srivijaya, rely on the researches of scholars of history
and epigraphy such as Pelliot, Coedes and the late Prince DamrOIJ.
The first two periods produced no native coinage, foreign coins from
India and other countries being used. Though, admittedly, the author
is in command of his subject in these three periods, his presentation is
not always clear. For more recent times, however, there is a clear
and authoritative expose of numismatic development in Siam.
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The many illustrations are detailed and methodically chosen.
An appendix, seemingly separate, should have been incorporated in
the work itself. At any rate the appendix is welcome and should be
useful.
Too long a list of errata suggests that the printing was hurried,
but this is hardly sufficient excuse.
Such errata detract from
the value of a work of reference such as this should become for
Siamese students. However, the author is to be commended for his
initiative.
364. Archeological Bulletin
Number May 2509 pp 133.

'll"Hl'l"Jlu·nmfl~ ~'LJ1J1I:;p1qn~·!

Inaugural

Remarkable youth and energy pervade the first number of
the Bulletin and augur well for the future, should similar efforts be
forthcoming.
V/e believe this will indeed eventuate for the new
Dean of the Faculty of Archeology in the University of Fine Arts is
an embodiment of vitality. His article, entitled Prindplf!s (~! i1rcheological Research, establishes the line followed in this publication. It
should be carefully read if one would gain an idea of the policy of
the Bulletin. Though following established lines of archeological
research writing, these are new to the average local reader.
Kaii.canagom's report of archeological work at Uf<'>IJ informs us
as to the progress of this comparatively recent extension of archeolog~
ical activity in this country. Uf<hJ, being the immediate predecessor
of Ayudhya is entitled to a place of importance in history.
v

Wallipodom's geographical survey of the delta of the Cao
Praya establishes the former course of the rivers to the west of the
present main course. This should be acceptable and is, in any case,
interesting.
More technical is Woodward's well illustrated Some Examples
of Thai Stucco Decoration, which is readable by even the non-professional. The remaining items are also of interest for this class of
readers. The reviews of books are commendable~ for a scientific
publication must keep its readers informed and up-to-date.
The publication concludes with administrative material.
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of the Buddhist Kingdoms in India and Ceylon
English of Legge by Pra ya Surindl ujai with copious
l't...fl'J'l!fJJYij::iin~vhL~tJU Bangkok 2510 octo

PP
The
uf Fahian have been known to the West for a considerable time but until now no translation into our language has been
translator is to be congratulated for this pioneer effort.
UnfQrtunately. he is no longer alive. It is, in fact, fortunate that the
family of the deceased have published this work in dedication to
Surindiujai who seems to have been too modest to have it
published during his lifewtime, though it was known to many distinguished scholars including the present Patriarch of the Kingdom.
Conunencing in the customary manner of such dedicatory
publications, there is a \Veil-written biography and a message of farewell to
deceased, also well-written, by the Ven. Pra Debananakavi.
The trunslation is prefaced by an introduction, written for
publication as a serial in the Dharmacakshu of the King MolJkut
Academy, in which we are informed of the original Journals, with due
notice of successive publications in English and French. The data
have been taken from Legge's translation. It is a pity by the way
that 1>rayii Surind's rendering of names has led to versions hard to
recognise; for instance, the name of Legge himself, which appears in
Siumese as
f:ahian travelled overland from China to India and back by way
of the China sea between 1485 and 1500 with the primary object of
securing the Sacred Books of Buddhism. The itinerary took him and
a number of fellow pilgrims across the Gobi Dessert and the western
Himalayas into the Indus valley. From there they proceeded into the
"Middle Land' of ancient Indian culture, of which the pilgrim had many
things to tell. A Siamese audience will pay much interest to these
though even the most credulous will find the details hard to believe.
Fahian went on to south India, Ceylon, across the Indian Ocean to the
highly civilised Java and finally back to China where he landedat
Shantung.
The picture of India given us is of a Buddhist country, for the
most part, where both schools of thought thrived side-by-side. The
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Master was still a very living memory, and Fahian quite enthusiast ..
ically records every detail of this memory, credulously. Many of
these details have now been forgotten in India though they survive in
neighbouring lands that are Buddhist by inspiration. Fahian wrote
with graphic enthusiasm, yet he was careful to maintain his Chinese
sense of scientific exactitude regarding distances. :His measurements
have in fact been relied upon for the identification of many historical
sites such as Sravasti and others in the land of the Master,s mission.
366. Royal Anointments and an Account of the Coronation c~l the Fifth
,a
~
''
~
v
,J ...
,.
Reign L'HJ.J 'Jl'lf'!n LNn m1:; 'V'.'l 'IM.JW Lt,~ tJ'HJ ·n'lf1 11 Li:HJ71' !llti'Yl\n Chuanptmp
Press, Bangkok 2509 octo pp 67.
The Royal Anointments forming the first purt of this bonk seems
to be mediaeval to judge from the style of writing. Each heading is
prefaced by an abbreviated quotation from the Pali, which is reminiscent of the mediaeval laws codified into what is now known as the
Code of the Three Seals of 1805. Linguistically it is said to be
derived from the Mon PalL
The gist of this old treatise deals with the five types of f<)yal
anointments, some of which have never been recorded. The first type,
for instance, seems to be theoretical. It is called the Jndrabhisel~, in
which the god Sakka or Indra, descending from heaven with a set of
the regalia and a chariot of state offers them to a deserving prince.
Then comes the Bhogabhiseh, by which a member of the Brahman or
mercantile class, possessing wealth, knowledge of polity and a sense
of justice~ may attain to the exalted position of a sovereign. The
third type is the Praptabhisek, in which a warrior attains to the
supreme status by conquest. The fourth is the Rajabhisek in which
the exalted status is attained through heredity. The fifth, bearing the
curious ungrammatical name Ubhisek, is explained as an anointment
in marriage. It is difficult to explain why it is included in the list of
attainments of power, though there is one instance of a succession to
the throne through marriage in Mon history-about the time of King
Dhammacedi of legal fame in the Mon country.
,1

At the end of the mediaeval treatise on Royal Anointments there
is a section which may be merely an appendix. It discusses the royal
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:and rect>mmends a way-of-life for the monarch, ending with
informati·on that the author of this treatise is a certain
Pra t;imoladhnrm who wrote it from the Lokapannatti and the Mavgalauhadiptull for presentation to the sovereign. Unfortunately the
Iauer is unnamed. The treatise, it goes on to state, was then copied
by anclther monk, the Ven. 1>ra Dhammacedi from a manuscript
beltmging to Pra Debamuni. This last served as the authority for the
conduct (If the corouation of 'a king'.

The c<mtent of the work under review is greater than that int!i<:ated hy the concise title, for, beside the old treatise of Royal
Arwiutmt'Tztst is contained an account of the two coronations of
King Chubdox)korn: one upon suc'cession as a minor and the other
when, after renouncing the throne to take up monastic vows, he again
a5~umed the reins of government. Then follows an interesting account
of himilar
in the last days of the Ayudhya regime and an
account nf the cQnmation of King MoiJkut of the Cakri dynasty.
These accounts of coronations are not connected with the old treatise;
they have been added by later editors. They are none the less interesting for the student of sociology and traditional ceremonials.

A

Comp~:ndium

of Sallrawa Texts recited in the Fifth Reign .
•
Pracund Press, Bangkok 2509 octo pp 121.
A sallratoa is recitation in repartee of impromptu verses by
individuals or parties or versifyers. It was usual to settle first the
main topic ."'.usually some episode in well-known literature or a
contempQrary matter. A generation ago this was a popular pastime
among the educated gentry who were all rhymesters. The publication
has the merit of preserving specimens of poetical talent of the day.
The publication is dedicated to Praya Pibulya Pifyapag, a
popular teacher and commissioner of education in the south, who was
also a well.. known rhymester and author.
J67.

..i..,

J
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368. Siddhipandh, P., The Reign of Pra Comklao LL~u~uvn~"JfllJLnL'll
Niyomwi!ya Press, Bangkok 2503 octo pp 562.
Until comparatively recent times the biographies of our kings
formed the greater part of the official histories of their individual
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reigns. The interest in the publication under review lies in the fact
that it is unofficial and includes much previously unknown to the
reading public and yet likely to be worthy of belief. Seemingly
drawn from private sources, these, unfortunately, are not givenpossibly these have not been withheld purposely.
The narrative commences with the illness of Rama III and the
events immediately following his death. It then touches on the popularity of Prince Mo!Jkut~ then a monk in Wat Bovoranives, his youth,
his searching disposition (dissatisfied with the pedantic selfsatisfaction
of the Buddhist clergy, he worked out a school of thought \Vithout
ostentation), his eventual call to the Throne by the leaders of government, his liberal foreign policy, his zeal to promote a more intelligent
and cleaner way-of-life among his peoples, his patronage of the arts
and, finally, his fatal illness contracted on a scientific expedition to
calculate a total eclipse in the malarial swamps of the southern
peninsula. Additional chapters or notes are devoted to personalities
in the reign of King MoiJkut: his friend Sir Harry Ord, Miin Anuraks
the attendant who might have been responsible (though anonymously)
for the material used in this book, the King's children and his
ministers.
The work brings to readers the personal side of a clever man
who was a sincere patriot.
369. Nai YcnJ, llistory of Vietnam translated Vl·.1fl',··Hn'HU'Jt.t memento
of the cremation of Nai Kuwi Nguyen-Rawi, King M<HJkut Academy
Press, Bangkok 2509 octo pp 865.
As is customary, the work under review is prefaced by a
biography of the deceased, who was distinguished for his great
philanthropy. Among the foundations benefitting by donations of no
less than seven figures each could be enumerated the Hospital for the
Buddhist Clergy, Wat Debasirindra and Wat Bovoranives; but there
were also several other cultural and medical institutions which
received donations to some six figures each. In short, the total of
Nai Kawi's generous contributions is 'no less than Baht 12, 129,
799.04 '. In recognition of this patriotic spirit the deceased was
decorated several times; the culmination being a knighthood (first
class) of the Most Illustrious Order of the Thai Crown,
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of Vietnamese descent, it is :fitting that
t'>f Vietnam. The introduction, signed by
that this work was translated from" the
1.1 certain
YoJJ
of the old Vietnamese artillery
urmy. The history ranges from the mythical origin
continually fought against their Chinese, Cham and
to the setting-up in comparatively recent times of
Vietnmn, aided by King Rama I of the Cakri dynasty of
is a useful synopsis (pages 7-10) and a table of contents.
the s,ubjcct matter, the 'history' traces a 'descent' from
mythical founder of the state who was given a celestial
maiden to
the great god of heaven, and goes on to recount
uf his dynasty, one of whom acquired connection with
the
the ntce \Jf
rn the course of a more authentic section we are
Vietnam had to fight for her existence with the Chinese
Empire and how the Vietnamese came to look upon the Chinese as
natural
The bulk of the history deals with more recent
Ginhmg established his rule over the country with the
I of Siam in the 18th century. In the course of time
these became rivals f<Jr suzerainty over Cambodia; a situation
Cambodia tmlved hy delivering her independence into the willing
hands <>f France.
Nai Yritfs translation, kept in the Natipnal Library for a
considerable number of years, was referred to and quoted from by
King Chulalol)korn in his commentary on the Memoirs of KromalualJ
Narindradevi published in 1908 under the title of Pra Rajavicarn.
It has also served as reference for Princess Sibpan's History of the
Ratnakorind l?ra which is the text used in secondary schools at present.
370. Sbrishdikar BancOIJ, Praya, A Miscellany un·:mLnfl~ Pracand
Press, Bangkok 2510 octo pp 112, illustrated.
This is a cremation memento for the late author, by profession
an engineer, who was an indefatiguable writer, not only in his ?Wn
scientific field but as a diarist and, often, a club secretary. He, in fact,
served as the Siam Society's Honorary Secretary under the presidency
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of H.R.H. Kromamun Naradhip. The diary of his mission to Japah
in connection with the Conference of Young Buddhist Associations
in 1934 ( pp 5-54) is full of interesting observations, for the deceased
had passed through a liberal education in England-,2 years each at
Rugby and Manchester universities.
371. The Hor;sakul Family memento of the family's presentation in
1966 of a royal kathin at Wat Prodkes> Aeronautical Service Press,
Bangkok 2509 octo.
There are three sections to this publication. The first is a
history of the monastery of Prodkes in the province of Samud Prakar
where the royal kathin was presented by the Hol)sakul family; the
family who sponsored the publication under review to mark that
occasion when the whole family together with related families, assem~
bled. Wat Prodkes was built in 2365 ( 1822) by Praya f)ejrupijai,
whose personal name was Oat, ancestor of the Ketu family. This
gentleman was a ~on of an earlier Praya Pejrapijai, ancestor or the
1-Ionsakul family.
The history enumerates the successive renovations of the wat, noting its numerous objets d'art, its administration
and the education it had been dealing out which stressed di~ci
pline. There is also a biography of the nine incumbents of the wat
including the present head, Pragrti Vidhan Dharmavat, who wrote
this history. The status of the monastery is that of a provincial wat
under royal patronage.
The next section uiras naroh, a travelogue to the imaginary
world of hell, is written by Air Vice Marshal Cuab Ho9sakul somewhat in the style of Dante,s Inferno.
The third and final section, though longest, is a genealogical
statement of the Ho9sakul and related families of the Ketudat and
Pushpake~, prefaced by an informative introduction by Air Chief
Marshal Harin HoiJsakul, in which the author stresses the fact that
the related families produced well-known servants of the Crown, a
loyalty to which has been held as a family ideal.
The present head of the Ho9sakul family is Praya Tepmontien,
a retired Chamberlain of the Sixth Reign, who is the chief sponsor
of the kathin ceremony.
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w~ 1 dedicated

to the late Dr 1>ra Salyaved Visisth, Chuanpimp Press, Bangkok 2509
pp I
illustrated and with an autobiography and the usual
valedictory nuHerinL

rwfn

As the deceased was of an old M6n family, this history from
the first volume of the compendium of historical material, initiated
in 191·$, is a fitting memento. The Royal Preamble (pages 1-2) of the
original edition points out that the work was translated from old Man
manuscripts by royal scribes at the command of King MoJ]kut in C.S.
1::! 19 (1 R57), with additional material from Burmese records. The
translation was published only 12 years later under A History of the
ftffan mul Rur·mesr. The authorship is obviously Mon to the exclusion
of Burmese. the latter had their own history -the Maha Yazawin.
The hist<)ry begins, of course, at the time of the Lord Buddha,
who. it is related. was at the site where HoiJSawadi ( Pegu) was later
built and predicted the eventual city which was to become the Man
metrop1:'lHs. We then come to the more authentic story of Magatho,
\\'ho became King of the MOn at Mohtama after fleeing from the service
of the Simnese King of Sukhodaya. He murdered the Burmese gover"
nor of Magatho, thereby establishing independence from Pagan, and
set himself up as Waro.
This is, of course, the Wareru of Burmese
history and the Caofa Ru::t of Thai records. His accession to the
throne nf l\1ohtnma is dated C.S. 646. He later assumed the title of
Lord of the Vlhite Elephant. \X/ith the active help of the King of
Housawadi and Tawl~ (Tavoy) and the connivance of the King of
Sukhndaya he beat back the Burmese King of Pagan and enlarged his
kingdom centred round his native capital.

One of his successors, styling himself as the Rajadhidij, 'King
of Kings, came to the throne of Mohtama in C.S. 745. He extended
the realm far and wide, and was known throughout Southeast Asia,
reigning till 783. He is a romantic figure in the cultural annals of
this part of the world. The history from this point agrees fairly well
with standard histories elsewhere in covering the wars with Siam and
concluding with the war against Great Britain in 1824 that resulted
in the British annexation of Lower Burma. The narrative ends 33
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years before the M6n records under review were translated into
Siamese.
As noted there is included an autobiography of the deceasedt
and this is not without interest. Granted that the late doctor was
more of a scientist than a literary man, yet his writing is full of
observations evidencing a broad interest in humanity. The biography
seems to have been begun when the writer was comparatively
young and without a fully developed style of writing. It would not
be accurate to argue that his style developed to any great extent, but
his power of observation certainly did. The biography reveals to us
a young boy whose affection for his mother is touching and a sympathetic n1an whom patients regarded with affection. The doctor did
not neglect his civic obligations> yet he was nevertheless able to find
time for a lifelong hobby of hunting. For those who were near to
him he remained throughout full of a sense of humour, never partaking
overmuch of the serious side of life.
We must mention a small detail of etymological interest. On
page 19 we are told that a Burmese King of Pagan in his conquest of
Mohtama proceeded to the sea coast at the village of Ta we (mar;).
Durian fruits abounded thereabouts. In raising the status of the
village to that of a township, probably for strategic purposes, the
Burmese conqueror gave it the official name ofTawe-meaning durianand stipulated that payment of tribute was to be in this luscious fruit.
Now, it has always been a puzzle as to how the name Tawai or Tavoy
should be interpreted, for the word did not seem to appear in any
language of the ruling classes.
This history comes to our aid in
noting that the people of this locality were a mixed group of Mon
and Burmese who often did not understand each other's language.

D.
June 1967

